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a b s t r a c t
Digital content transactions through e-commerce will grow tremendously in the coming years. In this
respect, well-designed electronic payment schemes and high-quality digital contents are two critical factors. Untraceable electronic cash schemes make it possible for customers to pay the e-cash to the merchants through communication networks under privacy protection. Therefore, there is a need to invent
new electronic payment protocols with strong cryptographic algorithms that will eventually replace
present day paper-based cash schemes. There have been two types of electronic cash schemes, namely
on-line and off-line. In general off-line schemes are more efﬁcient than on-line ones. The two fundamental issues with any off-line electronic cash scheme have been the detection of double-spending and provision of anonymity. This paper proposes a new untraceable off-line electronic cash scheme which can
maintain anonymity and double spender detection and possesses strong fraud control capabilities. Moreover, the proposed scheme attaches expiration date to coins so that the banking system can manage its
databases more efﬁciently. The scheme is based on cryptographic techniques such as ElGamal and blind
signatures. The coins produced by the scheme can be transferred through computer networks into storage devices and vice versa so that portability is assured.
Ó 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Due to the fast progress of computer technologies, the efﬁciency
of data processing and the speed of information generation have
been greatly improved. Advanced network services, taking advantage of the new techniques, largely shorten the communicating
time among distributed entities. Among these services, untraceable
electronic cash (e-cash) is a popular one since it realizes the digitalization of traditional cash. These schemes make it possible to pay
electronic money to the merchants through communication networks under privacy protection (Abe and Fujisaki 1996, Camenisch
et al. 1994, Chaum 1983, Chaum et al. 1988, Fan and Lei 1998, Fan
et al. 1999, Ferguson 1994, Okamoto and Ohta 1991, Pﬁtzmann and
Waidner 1997, Westland et al. 1997). However, in spite of the beneﬁts that electronic payments seem to have, except for the widely
recognized credit/debit systems, it is still early days in the world
of digital money and we are within a transition period towards a
globally acceptable electronic cash scheme. One reason might be
that there should be a substantial investment on required infrastructures so that the deployment of new payment mechanisms
in several environments offers comparative advantage over credit
cards or traditional cash. Therefore, there is deﬁnitely a need to
invent new electronic payment protocols with strong cryptographic
algorithms which have the potential to replace present day cash
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: z_eslami@sbu.ac.ir (Z. Eslami), mahdi.talebi@gmail.com (M.
Talebi).
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schemes. There are a number of features that one might expect
from an electronic cash scheme. We outline some of them below.
Anonymity: The spender of the cash must remain anonymous. If the coin is spend legitimately, neither
the recipient nor the bank can identify the
spender.
Unreusability: The digital cash cannot be copied and reused.
Then we have to minimize the risks for forgery
and establish a good authenticity system.
Unforgeability: Only authorized parties (i.e. the bank) can produce digital coins.
Off-line Payment: The transaction can be done off-line, meaning
no communication with the central bank is
needed during the transaction.
Transferability: Electronic coins can be circulated among people
regardless of whether the transactions are online of off-line.
Divisibility: Digital cash can be divided into smaller
amounts.
Portability: The security and use of digital cash is not
dependent on any physical location. The cash
can be transferred through computer networks
into storage devices and vice versa.
In spite of the vast amount of ongoing research on digital cash, a
universal e-cash scheme has yet to be devised. So far, many cash
schemes have been proposed which tend to focus only on a limited
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subset of expected properties. Only few of the proposed schemes
are actually being used for on-line payment without the underlying support of some other electronic payment methods such as
credit/debit cards. To date, research on e-cash has been directed
primarily towards addressing security requirements through the
design of suitable security protocols and mechanisms. The
challenge is that approaches which try to satisfy all the above
requirements end up to introduce very complex mathematics,
heavy network trafﬁc, and/or inefﬁcient or risky implementation
(Okamoto 1995). As an example, to achieve value-divisibility and
double-spending detection, a cash scheme should either employ
on-line authorities that records transactions and provides ‘cash
pools’ for credit/debit or use special devices which can communicate only through private or dedicated lines. Double-spending is
also a challenge in designing a transferable scheme where, for
practical purposes, there is usually a limitation on the number of
allowed transfers so that the cost of fraudulent transactions discovered after the fact, would not be huge. Thus, transferable
schemes need some traceability mechanisms to identify malicious
users, and as such cannot ensure at the same time full anonymity
and security (Tewari et al. 1998).
In this paper, we propose an untraceable off-line blind-signature-based electronic cash scheme. Our proposed scheme attaches
expiration date to each coin so that old coins can be exchanged for
new ones by using a protocol called the exchange protocol (see
Varadharajan et al. (1999), Wang et al. (2007), Fan (2006) for
examples of schemes without this feature). This feature can greatly
reduce the size of the databases the bank has to manage. The fraud
control procedure for the proposed scheme proves that the scheme
is highly secure against a variety of possible frauds. In order to
achieve double spender detection, we employ a special signature
scheme, the ElGamal signature scheme so that (as explained in
Section 5.3) if the coin is spent twice, Spender’s identity is revealed
efﬁciently. The security of the scheme comes from the difﬁculty of
the discrete logarithm problem and factoring of integers for large
enough primes. We also prove anonymity in the standard model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, existing approaches on e-cash are reviewed. Section 3 brieﬂy reviews
techniques used throughout the paper. The proposed scheme is
outlined in Section 4. Security analysis is covered in Section 5 and
the fraud control procedure is described in Section 6. Comparisons
are made in Section 7 and ﬁnal conclusions are given in Section 8.

2. Existing approaches
The most widely used model for electronic payment schemes involves three different parties, namely a bank, spenders and merchants. The life cycle of a generic electronic coin involves all the
parties. First, a spender withdraws the coin from the bank. The
spender then sends the coin to a merchant in exchange for some
goods and services. Finally, the merchant completes the cycle when
he/she deposits the coin at the bank. There are three distinct phases
in this cycle, the withdrawal phase, the payment phase, and the deposit phase. Prior to these, we have the initialization phase where
necessary information such as public keys are generated, and the
account opening phase where a user’s account is registered with
the bank. There are two types of electronic cash schemes namely
on-line and off-line. In general off-line schemes are more efﬁcient
than on-line ones. In an on-line electronic cash, the payment and
deposit phases occur in the same transaction. In other words, every
coin is veriﬁed by the bank at the time of payment and this requires
the bank to be on-line for every coin exchanged between the spenders and the merchants. In off-line electronic cash schemes, the coins
are veriﬁed after the transaction at some convenient time for both
merchants and the bank so that the bank does not have to be in-

volved in every payment transaction. However, as the coins are
not veriﬁed at the time of payment, there is a potential for dishonest spenders to double spend their coins. This is because digital
cash, which is essentially a set of numbers, is easy to copy. Another
requirement that can arise in electronic coins is the need for anonymity, that is, the privacy of the spenders may need to be protected. Hence, we would like to stress once again that anonymity
and double-spending requirements make the design of secure efﬁcient electronic payment schemes a challenging task.
Cut-and-choose technology was employed in Chaum (1983) as a
way of addressing the double-spending problem in off-line anonymous electronic cash. Informally, each coin is constructed as k sets
of two-element sets of numbers. Given any two numbers in the same
set, anyone can compute the identity of the coin owner (the spender); if only one number in each set is known, regardless of the number of sets involved, it is computationally infeasible to identify the
spender. When the spender wishes to spend the coin to a merchant,
the spender has to reveal k different numbers, one from each set. The
set of these numbers is normally referred to as the response, which is
chosen blindly and randomly by the merchant. If the spender double
spends any coin, the bank can eventually obtain two different numbers in the same set for the double-spent coin. This reveals the identity of the spender. However, this technique is highly inefﬁcient in
terms of the data exchanged between the spenders and the merchants during each payment as each coin contains 2k different numbers of reasonably large size. Subsequent to the original proposal,
several improvements and new constructions have been proposed;
see for instance (Ferguson 1994, Okamoto and Ohta 1991, Brands
1993, Camenisch et al. 1996, Ferguson 1994, Frankel et al. 1996, Yacobi 1995). Notably, the works of Brands (1993) and Ferguson
(1994) achieve both double-spending detection and spender anonymity without using the cut-and-choose method.
Blind signatures, introduced by Chaum (1983) were initially
used to design e-cash protocols. Subsequently, numerous untraceable electronic cash protocols were proposed based on these constructs (Chaum 1983, Fan and Lei 1998, Ferguson 1994,
Pointcheval and Stern 1997, Camenisch et al. 1995, Pointchval
and Stern 1996). In these schemes, the signature of the bank is
used to generate a coin such that no link can be driven between
the withdrawal and the deposit phase, i.e. the bank cannot link
an e-cash to the blinded form of the coin without the blinding factor, which is kept secret by the spender.
Among the existing approaches one can name NetCash
(Medvinsky and Neuman 1993) which satisﬁes many practical
requirements but lacks anonymity, Mondex and Visa Cash which
are card-based purses, and their on-line equivalents such as Ecash
and Cybercoin (Mavridis et al. 1993, Mondex 1999). Here, we
propose an e-cash scheme which satisﬁes important baseline
requirements such as anonymity, unreusability, portability, and
unforgeability and has therefore comparative advantage over most
existing solutions.
3. Preliminaries
In this section, we brieﬂy cover related techniques employed
throughout the paper. We make use of the following lemma which
is proved in Trappe and Washington (2006).
Lemma 1. Let a be a primitive root for the prime p. For integers i and
j, gi  gj (mod p) if and only if i  j (mod (p  1)).
3.1. RSA encryption/decryption
Let (pX, qX, nX, eX, dX) be a set of RSA parameters for X, where
pX and qX are two large primes, nX = pXqX and eXdX  1 (mod
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(pX  1)(qX  1)). (pX, qX, dX) are private while (nX, eX) are public.
RSA’s public operation (encrypting/verifying) is applied over the
message m using X’s public key eX, i.e. m is encrypted (veriﬁed)
as meX (mod nX). RSA’s private operation (decrypting/signing) will
be carried out using entity X’s private key dX so that m is
decrypted/signed as mdX (mod nX). Clearly we have: mdX eX ¼
meX dX ¼ m ðmod nX Þ.
3.2. Blind signatures
Blind signatures, introduced by Chaum (1983) were initially
used to design e-cash protocols. Later Fujioka et al. (1993) utilized
them in e-voting schemes. Blind signatures are used in cases where
we need the signature of X on m and at the same time we do not
wish to disclose the content of m to X. To get X’s RSA-blind signature on a document m, choose a random number b as a blinding
e
factor and give X the message b X m (i.e. a random multiple of m)
e
to sign. X performs signing as ðb X mÞdX ðmod nX Þ which results in
dX
bm ðmod nX Þ. By removing the blinding factor from the signed
message, (i.e. multiplying the signature by b1), we easily obtain
the desired signature for m (i.e. mdX ). Note that in order for b1
(mod nX) to exist, we must have gcd (b, nX) = 1.
3.3. The discrete logarithm problem
Let G be a cyclic group of order q with a generator g so that
G = {g0, g1, . . . , gq1}. Equivalently, for every h 2 G, there is a unique
x 2 Zq such that gx = h and x is called the discrete logarithm of h with
respect to g. The discrete logarithm assumption states that there exists a group G such that computing the discrete logarithm is hard
and hence we have the discrete logarithm problem (DLP for short).
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Since the coins in the proposed scheme can be used over open
(untrusted) channels such as the Internet, appropriate security
concerns, namely privacy and authenticity must be considered. Privacy pertains to protecting against unauthorized disclosure of personal information (Law et al. 1996, Simplot-Ryl et al. 2009). Hence,
a scheme should be designed such that the identity of honest coin
owner is not revealed and at the same time a coin can not be traced
back to its owner. Authenticity can be achieved by implementing
infrastructures to ensure key management, user identiﬁcation,
and message integrity. Therefore, the authentication infrastructure
is an entity separate from the bank which we call a central authority (CA) that considers identity and related proofs for the participants involved in payment transactions and binds public keys to
an entity.
There are also ﬁve distinct phases: (1) the initialization phase
where necessary information such as (certiﬁed) public keys are
generated, (2) the withdrawal phase in which for each coin a
6-tuple integer with certain properties is generated, (3) the
payment phase where necessary steps are taken to ensure that dishonest clients can not re-spent the coins, (4) the deposit phase in
which the merchant deposits the accepted e-coin in the bank and
a fraud control procedure is carried out to detect possible cheating,
(5) the exchange phase where outdated coins (which are not already deposited or exchanged) can be exchanged with new valid
ones.
The Bank maintains two tables: the DepositTable and the
ExchangeTable. These tables are used in deposit and the exchange
phase as well as the fraud control procedure.
Note that we use the notation A ´ B(m) to denote that the message m is sent from entity A to entity B.

3.4. The ElGamal signature scheme

4.1. Initialization

This signature is used in our scheme as a means for revealing
identity of malicious coin owners who spend their coins more than
once (see Section 5.3. The ElGamal signature was described in
1985. A modiﬁcation of this scheme has been adapted as the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). This algorithm is non-deterministic
which means that there are many valid signatures for any given
message, and the veriﬁcation algorithm must be able to accept
any of these valid signatures as authentic. A complete treatment
of the scheme can be found in Stinson (2005). Let p be a prime such
that the discrete log problem in Zp is intractable, and let a 2 Z p be a
primitive element. Deﬁne j = {(p, a, w, g): g  aw (mod p)} as the set
of all possible keys. The values p, a and g are the public key, and w
is the private key. For d 2 Z p ; K ¼ ðp; a; w; gÞ 2 j, and a (secret) random number y 2 Z p1 , deﬁne

In this phase is done by CA, ﬁrst some parameters are ﬁxed. It is
assumed that the public keys corresponding to the Bank, Spender
and Merchant are certiﬁed by (CA), i,e, each authenticated participant should be able to provide its digital certiﬁcate if asked.

sig K ðd; yÞ ¼ ðu; cÞ
where

u ¼ ay ðmod pÞ;
and

c ¼ ðd  wuÞy1 ðmodðp  1ÞÞ:
To verify the signature (u, c) on d, we observe that

v erðd; ðu; cÞÞ ¼ true () g u uc  ad

ðmod pÞ:

4. The proposed scheme
There are four participants in the scheme: a Central Authority
(CA), the Bank (B), the Spender (S) and the Merchant (M).

Step 1. The central authority CA:
1.1 Selects a large prime p such that q = (p  1)/2 is also
prime.
1.2 Selects a as square of a primitive root mod p.
1.3 Selects three public hash functions H, H0 and H1. The
output of H and H0 is an integer mod q. H takes a
3-tuple of integers as input while H0 inputs 5-tuple
integers.
1.4 Publishes p, a, H, H0, H1.
Note that Lemma 1 implies that for p, q and a we have
ak1  ak2 ðmod pÞ $ k1  k2 ðmod qÞ.
Step 2. The Bank B:
2.1 Selects its RSA parameters as (pB, qB, nB, eB, dB) such that
(nB > p).
2.2 Chooses a secret identity number x and computes
z  ax (mod p).
2.3 Publishes z.
Step 3. The Spender S:
3.1 Selects its RSA parameters as (pS, qS, nS, eS, dS), where
nS > p.
3.2 Chooses an identity number m and random number rm
and computes I  ðH1 ðmkarm Þ; mÞeB ðmodnB Þ.
3.3 S#BðI; arm ðmod pÞÞ.
Step 4. The Bank B:
4.1 Computes IdB ðmod nB Þ to obtain m and stores m and
arm ðmod pÞ along with identity information of the
Spender (e.g., name, address, etc.) in its database.
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4.2 Chooses a random number k and calculates the
numbers
 s = (mkk) (mod p),
 v  as (mod p),
 R  vx (mod p),
4.3 Stores s, k, v, R in its database.
4.4 B#Sðv eS ; ReS Þ.
Step 5. The Merchant M chooses an identiﬁcation number IDM and
registers it with the Bank.
The conditions on nB and nS are imposed to prevent the socalled re-blocking problem (see Menezes et al. 1996). Note that
from the Bank’s viewpoint, the Spender’s identity is composed of
m and arm , where rm is known only to the Spender. Therefore, I is
computed as a function of both of these values. The value of rm will
be used later in exchange protocol to validate client’s identity by a
zero-knowledge technique. This value is also used in fraud control
procedure (item 7) to prevent attackers from impersonating the
Spender.

Step 1. The Spender S:
1.1 Decrypts v eS ; ReS with his private key dS and obtains
the numbers v and R, i.e. S computes v ¼ ðv eS ÞdS
ðmod nS Þ and R ¼ ðReS ÞdS ðmod nS Þ.
1.2 Chooses random numbers e, l, b1, b2 and y such that
gcd (y, p  1) = 1, gcd (l, nB) = 1, and gcd (b1, q) = 1.
1.3 Computes
 u  ay (mod p),
 w = (Rke),
 g  aw (mod p),
 A  v b1 ab2 ðmod pÞ,
 c  b1
1 Hðu; g; AÞ ðmod qÞ,
e
 a  Al B ðmod nB Þ
1.4 S ´ B(a, c).
Step 2. The Bank B:
2.1 Selects t = (Date k Time) as the expiration date of the
coin.
2.2 Computes
0
 c  cx + s (mod q),
 A0  ðaH1 ðtÞÞdB ðmod nB Þ  lðAH1 ðtÞÞdB ðmod nB Þ.

4.2. Withdrawal
0

0

2.3 B ´ S(A , c , t).
The Spender contacts the Bank, asking for a coin. The Bank requires proof of identity (i.e. the digital certiﬁcate issued by CA), just
as when someone is withdrawing classical cash from an account.
All coins in the present scheme have the same value. A coin will
00
be represented by a 6-tuple (u, g, A, r, A , t) of numbers that are generated through the following steps (Fig. 1).

Step 3. The Spender S:
0
 r  b1c + b2 (mod q),
00
1 0
 A  l A (mod nB).
00

The coin (u, g, A, r, A , t) is now complete.

Fig. 1. Withdraw protocol.
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Fig. 2. Payment protocol.

Fig. 3. Deposit protocol.
00

Lemma 2. The coin (u, g, A, r, A , t) constructed during withdrawal
satisﬁes:
e

(1) AH1 ðtÞ  A00 B ðmod nB Þ,
(2) ar  AzH(u, g, A) (mod p),

00

Proof 3. Since A equals ðAH1 ðtÞÞdB ðmod nB Þ, (1) is obvious. To
prove (2), we ﬁrst note that
AzH(u, g, A) ðmod pÞ  asb1 þb2 þxHðu;g;AÞ (mod p),
We also have

sb1 þ b2 þ xHðu; g; AÞ ðmod qÞ  b1 c0 þ b2 ðmod qÞ  r;
By Lemma 1, the proof is complete.

h

e

ar  AzHðu;g;AÞ ðmod pÞ; AH1 ðtÞ  A00 B ðmod nB Þ;
If this is the case, the Merchant knows by Lemma 2 that the coin is
valid. However, more steps are required to prevent double spending.
2.3 Computes d = H0(u, g, IDM, Date k Time), where H0 is the
hash function in the initialization phase and Date and
Time represent the date and time of the transaction.
2.4 M ´ S(d).
Step 3. The Spender S:
3.1 Utilizes ElGamel’s scheme to compute c such that
wu + yc  d (mod p  1)
3.2 S ´ M(c).
Step 4. The Merchant M accepts the coin if guuc  ad (mod p).
4.4. Deposit
The details of this phase are also depicted in Fig. 3.

4.3. Payment
The details of this phase are also depicted in Fig. 2.
00

Step 1. S ´ M(u, g, A, r, A , t).
Step 2. The Merchant M:
2.1 Checks the expiration date of the coin.
2.2 Checks whether

00

Step 1. M ´ B((u, g, A, r, A , t),d, c).
Step 2. The Bank B:
00
2.1 If the coin (u, g, A, r, A , t) exits in either of the DepositTable or the ExchangeTable, skips to Fraud Control
procedure.
2.2 If not, checks if
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unforgeability and double-spending. Other fraud control procedures are discussed in the next section.

Table 1
The content of DepositTable.
CoinInformation
00

(u1, g1, A1, r1, A1 , t1, c1, d1)
00
(u2, g2, A2, r2, A2 , t2, c2, d2)
.
.
.
00
(un, gn, An, rn, An , tn, cn, dn)

Deposited by

Date

ID1
ID2
.
.
.
IDn

date1
date2
.
.
.
daten

Table 2
The content of ExchangeTable.
CoinInformation
00

(u1, g1, A1, r1, A1 , t1)
00
(u2, g2, A2, r2, A2 , t2)
.
.
.
00
(un, gn, An, rn, An , tn)

Exchanged by

Date

ID1
ID2
.
.
.
IDn

date1
date2
.
.
.
daten

e

ar  AzHðu;g;AÞ ðmod pÞ; AH1 ðtÞ  A00 B ðmod nB Þ;
if so, the coin is valid by Lemma 2 and the Bank stores
00
((u, g, A, r, A , t),d, c) into DepositTable and transfers money
to the Merchant’s account.
The content of DepositTable may look like Table 1.
4.5. Exchange
In this phase, the Bank exchanges only outdated coins which
are not in the DepositTable or the ExchangeTable. The owner of
such coins, denoted by Ow, can present the coin to the Bank and
receive a new coin with updated expiration date. The details are
as follows.
Step 1. Ow presents his/her outdated coin together with I to the
Bank which checks (using a zero-knowledge technique)
if Ow knows the corresponding rm and if the coin is
valid according to Lemma 2. Now, a new coin can be
generated.
0
0
Step 2. Ow Chooses random numbers e0 ; l ; b01 ; b02 and y such that
0
0
0
gcd (y , p  1) = 1, gcd (l , nB) = 1, and gcd ðb1 ; qÞ ¼ 1. Then
0
0
0
0
0
computes u , w , g , A1, c , a as in step 1.3 of Withdrawal pro0
0
tocol and sends a , c to the Bank.
0
0
Step 3. The Bank computes c1 , A1 as in steps 2.1 and 2.2 of With0
drawal protocol and sends these numbers along with t to
Ow.
Step 4. Ow computes r 0 ; A001 as in step 3 of Withdrawal protocol.
The new coin ðu0 ; g 0 ; A1 ; r0 ; A001 ; t0 Þ is now complete. The Bank then
updates ExchangeTable. The content of ExchangeTable may look like
Table 2. Note that when a coin enters this table, then it is considered invalid and no further transaction on it can be performed.
We elaborate more on this in the deposit phase and fraud control
procedures.

5. Security analysis
According to the related researches (Chaum 1983, Cao et al.
2005), anonymity, unforgeability and double-spending detection
are the most important security issues pertaining to electronic
cash. In this section, we ﬁrst prove that the proposed scheme
achieves anonymity in the standard model. We then consider

5.1. Anonymity
A payment protocol is anonymous if and only if the spender’s
identity is not revealed after the withdrawal phase. In order to
prove that our scheme, denoted here by P, achieves anonymity,
v
we deﬁne an experiment Exprt ea
A;P for a probabilistic polynomialtime eavesdropping adversary A. The experiment is essentially a
game played between the adversary A and an imaginary challenger
who wants to test if A succeeds in revealing the identity of the coin
owner. We show that even if A knows all the identity information
of a particular spender S, it will be unable to distinguish the coins
generated by S from a completely random coin, and hence the coins
produced by the scheme are not linkable to their owners. In the folv
lowing, we use the same notations as in Section 4.Exprt ea
A;P :
1. The withdrawal protocol of is executed for a spender S with
identity I. The execution results in a transcript Trans containing
all the messages exchanged between S and the Bank B, i.e.
0
0
Trans = {(c , A , t),(c, a)}, and a coin Coin1 ¼ ðu1 ; g 1 ; A1 ; r1 ; A001 ; tÞ.
2. A random bit b is chosen. If b = 0 then a random valid coin
Coin0 ¼ ðu0 ; g 0 ; A0 ; r0 ; A000 ; tÞ is created.
b ^r ; A
b 00 ; tÞ; Trans, plus all identity infor^; g
^; A;
3. A is given Coinb ¼ ðu
mation of S that the Bank has (IdS).
0
4. A then outputs a bit b .
0
5. The output of the experiment is deﬁned to be 1 if b = b, and 0
eav
otherwise. In case that Exprt A;P ¼ 1, we say that A
succeeds.
The fact that A is given the transcript Trans reﬂects that A
eavesdrops on the entire execution of coin generation and sees
all the exchanged messages. A is further given all the identity
information of the Spender. Now, in the experiment, when a coin
b ^r; A
b 00 ; tÞ which is
^ ; g^; A;
is produced by S; A is also given Coinb¼ ðu
either the real coin u1 ; g 1 ; A1 ; r 1 ; A001 ; t or a random valid coin


u0 ; g 0 ; A0 ; r0 ; A000 ; t . This is to deﬁne what it means for A to violate anonymity, i.e. the adversary succeeds to ‘‘break” anonymity
of P if it can correctly determine whether Coinb it was given,
corresponds to the given execution of the protocol by S, or if Coinb is a completely random coin which is independent of the
transcript. We say that P achieves anonymity if the adversary
succeeds with probability that is at most negligibly greater that
1/2.
To prove this, we ﬁrst note that Pr½b ¼ 0 ¼ Pr½b ¼ 1 ¼ 12. Now,
the adversary receives (Trans, IdS, Coinb), where Coinb is either the
actual coin (if b = 1) or a random coin (if b = 0). Distinguishing between these two cases is equivalent to linking a coin to the Spender
and violating anonymity. We have:

1
v
 Pr½Exprtea
A;P ¼ 1jb ¼ 1
2
1
v
þ  Pr½Exprt ea
A;P ¼ 1jb ¼ 0
2
1
¼  Pr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin1 Þ ¼ 1
2
1
þ  Pr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin0 Þ ¼ 0
2
1
¼  Pr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin1 Þ ¼ 1
2
1
þ  ð1  Pr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin0 Þ ¼ 1
2
1 1
6 þ  jPr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin1 Þ ¼ 1
2 2
 Pr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin0 Þ ¼ 1;

v
Pr½Exprtea
A;P ¼ 1 ¼
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b in Coinb are random numbers from the
^ ; g^ and A
The elements u
viewpoint of every one except the Spender. The other elements of
b 0 , where b1, b2 and
b 00 ¼ l1 A
the coin are ^r ¼ b1 c þ b2 ðmod qÞ and A
l are randomly selected by S. Moreover,

^ ^ b
c ¼ b1
1 Hðu; g ; AÞ ðmod qÞ;
e b
ðmod nB ÞÞ;
a ¼ l BA
b in ðu1 ; g ; A1 ; r 1 ; A00 ; tÞ or
^ ; g^ and A
Therefore, from (a, c) in Trans, and u
1
1

00 
u0 ; g 0 ; A0 ; r 0 ; A0 ; t ; A would obtain a different value for b1 and l.
Hence, all values of b1 and l occur with the same probability and this
means that jPr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin1 Þ ¼ 1  Pr½AðTrans; IdS ; Coin0 Þ ¼
1 6 e where e is negligible and therefore:
v
Pr½Exprt ea
A;P ¼ 1 6

1
þ e:
2

Note that the numbers b1 and b2 are very important, since using the
coin once does not allow identiﬁcation of the Spender, but using it
twice does.
To see the effect of b1, b2, suppose b1 is essentially removed
from the process by taking b1 = 1. Then the Bank could keep a list
of values of c, along with the person corresponding to each c. When
a coin is deposited, the value of H would then be computed and
compared with the list. Probably there would be only one person
for a given c, so the Bank could identify the Spender.
5.2. Unforgeability
A payment protocol is unforgeable if and only if the e-coins can
only be generated by the bank. Trying to make an unauthorized coin
00
requires ﬁnding (u, g, A, r, A , t) such that ar  AzH(u,g,A) and
00
00 eB
AH1 ðtÞ  A . Since A is the Bank’s blind signature on A, assuming
00
unforgeability of the signature, A can not be generated. Finding r
that satisﬁes the other equation is equivalent to solving an instance
of the discrete logarithm problem which is assumed to be hard in Zp.
5.3. Double-spending detection
A payment protocol detects double-spending if and only if the ecoin can only be used once. Suppose that in the proposed protocol
the Spender spends the coin twice, once with M, and once with V.
Suppose that M is the ﬁrst to deposit his coin along with (d, c).
0
0
Now, when V wants to deposit his coin with (d , c ), the Bank ﬁnds
out that the coin already exists in its tables. In this section, we show
how the Bank can use properties of the ElGamal signature to identify the Spender who has done this. An easy calculation shows that
0

yðc  c0 Þ  ðd  d Þ ðmod ðp  1ÞÞ;
hence, the Bank computes y. Now, From the equation in step 3.1 of
the payment phase, we have

wu þ yc  d ðmod ðp  1ÞÞ
the Bank can obtain w and identify the Spender.

0
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0

g u uc  ad ðmod pÞ:
2. The malicious merchant MM receives a coin from the Spender
and deposits it in the Bank, but also tries to spend the coin with
the Merchant. MM gives the coin to the Merchant, who com0
putes d , which very likely is not equal to d. MM does not knows
0
0
0
w, y, but she must choose c such that g u uc  ad ðmod pÞ. This
0
again is a type of discrete logarithm problem. Since d – d , the
u c
d0
Merchant would ﬁnd that g u Xa . Hence, MM cannot simply
use the c that he/she already knows.
3. Someone working in the Bank tries to forge a coin. This person
knows the numbers s, v, R, dB. Therefore, it is possible to make a
e
coin that satisﬁes ar  AzHðu;g;AÞ ; AH1 ðtÞ  A00 B ðmod nB Þ. However, since the Spender has kept w, y secret, the person in the
Bank will not be able to produce a suitable c. Therefor he/she
cannot spend the coin.
4. Someone steals the coin from the Spender and tries to spend it.
The veriﬁcation equations are satisﬁed, but the thief does not
know w and y. Therefore, by intractability of the discrete logarithm problem, he/she will not be able to produce a suitable c
such that guuc  ad (mod p).
5. The malicious merchant MM, steals the coin and (d, c) from the
Merchant before they are submitted to the Bank. Unless the
Bank requires merchants to keep records of the time and date
of each transaction, and therefore be able to reproduce the
inputs that produced d, MM’s theft will be successful. This of
course is a ﬂaw of ordinary cash, too.
In items 6 and 7 we denote the coin before and after exchange
by Coin and ExchangedCoin, respectively.
6. The malicious spender MS spends the Coin in the last day of it’s
expiration date with merchant M1, then exchanges the Coin and
spends the ExchangedCoin with merchant M2. There are two
possibilities:
6.1 M1 deposits the Coin ﬁrst. Since Coin exists in the ExchangeTable, it is considered invalid and the client who has
exchanged it (MS) is found from ExchangeTable. However,
since ExchangedCoin does not exist in any of tables, then
M2 can safely deposit it.
6.2 M2 deposits ExchangedCoin ﬁrst. Since ExchangedCoin does
not exist in any of tables, then M2 can safely deposit it.
However, when M1 deposits Coin since it exists in the
ExchangeTable, it is considered invalid and the client
who has exchanged it (MS) is found.
7. Someone (E) steals Coin from the Spender and tries to exchange
it. According to exchange protocol, this is possible only if Coin is
not already in DepositTable or ExchangeTable. Moreover, in order
for E to be able to spend the coin, he/she must provide his/her
own identiﬁcation (i.e his/her I and rm). Suppose that E can successfully exchange it for ExchangedCoin. This new coin can be
spent and deposited, however, since the identity of E is saved
in the entry of ExchangeTable corresponding to Coin, then legitimate transactions on Coin (such as deposit or exchange) will
cause E to be found guilty.
7. Performance comparison

6. Fraud control in the proposed scheme
In this section, we consider various possible ways to cheat and
how they are dealt with in the proposed scheme. It turns out the
scheme has strong fraud control capabilities.
1. The Merchant tries submitting the coin twice, once with the
0
0
legitimate pair (d, c) and once with a forged pair (d , c ). This is
essentially impossible for the merchant to do, since by the
infeasibility of the discrete logarithm problem, it is very difﬁcult
for the Merchant to produce numbers such that

We summarize the computation and communication complexity of related e-cash schemes in Table 3. To make the discrete logarithm problem and the factoring problem intractable, we assume
(Lenstra et al. 2003; FIPS, 2001) as in that p is 1024 bits, q is
160 bits and n is 1024 bits. Assume that the output size of secure
one-way hash functions (FIPS, 2004) is 160 bits. Assume that H is
the computation time of one hashing operation, M is the computation time of one modular multiplication in a 1024-bit modulo, and
E is the computation time of one modular exponential operation in
a 1024-bit modulo (Bertoni et al. 2008, Hankerson et al. 2008,
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Table 3
Performance comparisons.

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Change and Lai

Juang

Liu et al.

Our scheme

2E + 6M + 2H
4E + 2H
2E + 2H
4096
Yes
No
Online
Factoring

3E + 6M
1E + 2M
2E + 2M
2528
No
Yes
Off-line
DLP

16E + 15M + 2H
2E + 2M
7E + 4M + 2H
2368
No
Yes
Off-line
Factoring

5E + 9M + 1H
1E + 2M + 1H
6E + 3M + 2H
2368
No
No
Off-line
DLP, factoring

C1: Computation cost of the withdrawing and spending for Spender, C2: Computation cost of the withdrawing for the Bank, C3: Computation cost of the verifying ecoin for Merchant, C4: Communication cost of withdrawing an e-coin (bits), C5:
Need for an untraceable e-mail system, C6: Need for smart card, C7: Transaction
mode and C8: The fundamental hard problem of the secure e-cash scheme.

Hohenberger 2006, Ramachandran et al. 2007, Schneier 1996,
Takashima 2007).
We conduct a comparison among our scheme, the method of
Chang and Lai (2003), Juang (2005), and Liu et al. (2005). The properties we consider are computation cost of the withdrawing and
spending for Spender C1, computation cost of the withdrawing
for the Bank C2, computation cost of the verifying e-coin for Merchant C3, communication cost of withdrawing an e-coin in bits
C4, the need for an untraceable e-mail system C5, the need for
smart card C6, transaction mode C7, the hard problem of the security of e-cash scheme C8.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new off-line untraceable electronic
cash system which not only can maintain anonymity but also can
ﬁnd double spender of the coin by using the ElGamal signature
scheme. The security of the system is based on discrete logarithm
problem and factoring problem. The electronic cash in our proposed scheme has an expiration date which enables the banking
system to manage their database in a simple and affordable manner. The coins produced by the scheme can be transferred through
computer networks into storage devices and vice versa which assures portability.
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